
Guidelines on  
accommodation fraud 

 
How to recognize one?



Dear student, 
 

lately we have been witnessing an increasing amount of online frauds
regarding accomodation, especially those connected to social media

platforms. Because Facebook is amongst most widely used approach for
locating victims, we prepared a short guide on how to detect a fraud.

1. Form of ad or apartment offer  
 
Ad  or an offer is always very general; no description of district or whether
any faculty is nearby, no actual nearby amenity is given ( for instance
Tivoli park, or bus stop No.6 etc). Commeting is always turned off.  

Examples of such posts : 
- content of an ad is always
similar and never explicit in
terms of location,
amenities, nearby bus
stops or faculties. 
- real life landlords tend to
give all of these information 
- real life landlords or
tenants are up to
commenting as a live form
of communication in order
to find a suitable tenant



2. Always check the profile  
 
Profiles of these people are usually content empty, with tons of profile
pictures that don't meet in terms of identity. Usually people are not
residents of Slovenia but rather other countries. They are also likely to be
new to Facebook.  
If profile is locked, ask for friendship and thoroughly examine the profile.

Example of inconsistent FB profile  
 
- check content ( no real life photos are given) 
- person frequently changes name or/ and
his/her photos 
- check friendships and personal posts and
compare it with your profile ( is a manner of
posts similar to something you would be
posting or your firiends) 
- overall impression of the profile



3. Involvement of a third party : 
 
As seen in a facebook post, there is ALWAYS a third party. Third party
is either given as "my friend, my landlord or my attorney". These three 
characters sooner or later appear in the conversation. 
The person giving the ad will never directly be the owner or the landlord. 
She or he will always direct you to a third party.

The given example contains all the necessary alert giving points, from
form and content of the ad to turned off commenting and fake profile.
However the email is given. Read on what will happen once the contact
is made by email.



4. Email correspondence 
 
 Once communication is established, the person who made FB post will

appoint you to his/her friend or landlord who owns the accomodation and
you will continue to chat with the "owner". The "owner"/"landlord" is
usually non-Slovenian resident who is employed in another country and
absence the main reason is  for renting the apartment. He/she will want
to know more about you and how serious you are at intention of renting
and will immediately propose a tenancy "contract" which will imply a
rather high amount of deposit up front to a new person involved, usually
an attorney from another country. This way you have at least three
people in a scam chain :  
Person who posts on FB and appoints you further to a "friend landlord" 
"Landlord" from anorher country who owns the appartment 
"Attorney" whom you deposit money to 
Please see the example of such correspondence bellow.  
 
 



5. Lease agreement  
 
Always ask either for a form 0.71 ( can be bought at any office supplying
store) or for standard tenancy contract which includes accurate address
and if necessary, ask for a cadastral number of property. You can also
simply check on a street view whether property exists.  
Also ask for photos of the property and rooms. 
Contract should also include owner's full name, surname, current
address and other details.  
Each property in Slovenia has its cadastral number from which its rightful
ownership can be checked in register. It is also important that you are
well aware how difficult and complicated is for foreigners to purchase a
property in Slovenia whwre each such purchase  is regulated by several
laws ( ZUvza) . For that reason it is unlikely that someome from France
has a friend from Turkey who rents out his/her apartment in Slovenia and
wants a deposit to a attorney who lives in Turkey.  
If security deposit is to be paid, the account given should be Slovenian
with initial numbers and letters : SI56 .  
Do not fall for a false IDs or similar documents as they can be easily
forged.  
Please see an example of a fake lease agreement  enclosed and notice
the inconsistency of fonts, letters, composition and overall appearance. 
 
 
 



In case of any additional doubts please contact us for help at 

tutor@erasmusljubljana.si


